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 1.     In the third paragraph, “there is often 

more than meets the eye” means that ___.

A  wild pets might look cute, but they can 

cause problems

B  owners should take special care of their 

pets’ eyes

C  watching videos of wild pets is exciting

D  making eye contact with pets is 

important

 2.   Which detail best supports the answer 

to question 1?

A  “People post videos on Instagram of their 

cute pet otters playing . . .”

B  “Millions of wild animals are kept as pets 

in the United States.”

C  “So their behavior can be hard to predict, 

which can be dangerous.”

D  “It’s easy to buy many types of exotic pets 

online.”

 3.  A consequence is similar to ___.

A a  cause  C a reason

B an effect   D a choice

 4.  The section “A Wild Debate” describes ___.

A  different kinds of exotic pets

B problems with owning wild pets

C  why interest in wild pets is skyrocketing

D  the needs of a tiger and a house cat

 5.  What advice does Chris Evans give to people 

thinking about owning wild pets?

A buy only small wild pets

B  buy wild pets online

C  keep wild pets in a backyard

D  know exactly what wild pets need

Connecting the Country Pages 4-5

 6.  Which of these events happened last?

A  The Union Pacific Railroad began laying 

tracks in Omaha, Nebraska.

B  Railroads were built in the eastern U.S.

C  The Central Pacific Railroad started 

laying tracks in Sacramento, California.

D  Utah became a U.S. state.

 7.  One way trains were better than wagons is 

that trains ___.

A  were pulled by horses

B  could cross mountains

C  were quicker and safer

D  took several months to reach the West

 8.  According to the sidebar, Chinese workers 

were experts at ___.

A  building bridges over rivers

B  blasting through mountains

C  chopping down trees for railroad ties

D  leveling the land

Rising From the Sea Page 6

 9.   Why is the new island in the Pacific unusual?

A  It didn’t exist until early 2015.

B  It has many flowers.

C  It will probably disappear in just a 

few months.

D  It’s near the nation of Tonga.

10.  Which of these events is a cause of the others?

A  An underwater volcano erupted near 

Tonga.

B  Ash spread and a land bridge formed to 

connect islands.

C  Hardened ash piled up under the waves.

D  A mound emerged from the ocean.

For each question below, fill in the circle next to the correct answer.
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